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a series; and doubtless the book, which is a novel one, will prove 
useful alike to professors, assistants, and stuclents. I ts  p r ima~y  
purpose is that of a laboratory guide. 

Four Fzgure ilfatheuratical Tables. By J .  T. B O T T O ~ ~ L E Y .Lon-
don, Lfacmillan. l zO .  

THISis a series of mathematical tables comprising logarithmic and 
trigonometrical tables, and tables of squares, square roots, and re- 
ciprocals. In an appendix are contained a number of useful formulas 
and numbers, especially for those engaged in work in physical la- 
boratories. T h e  book is compiled by a lecturer in natural philoso- 
phy in the University of Glasgow. 

N O T E S  A N D  NEWS.  
IN order to expedite the publication of short articles upon astro- 

nomical and meteorological subjects which may be prepared at  
Harvard College Observatory, it has been decided to print thein as  
successive numbers of a series, which will constitute the eighteenth 
volume of the ' Annals of the Observatory ' when a sufficient 
amount of inaterial has thus been coliected. Each number will be 
publishetl and distributed soon after it has been prepared. 

-During th is~nonth  mill appear, under the editorship of Dr. G. H. 
Roh6, a quarterly journal, The Clti~~atoiqyist, cle\~otecl to the con- 
sideration of questions in the domain of medical ancl sanitary cli- 
matology. As  there is a t  present no other journal in the world 

L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  EDITOR,  

Experimental Physics for Schools. 

FOR years one of the requirements for adinission to Harvard 
College has been such Itno\z~leclge of physics as  inay be obtained 
froin the stucly of any one of certain well-known elementary text- 
books. T o  this requirement is now added the study of a certain 
astronomical text-book, but a s  an alternative to both the text-book 
physics and the astronomy there is recommended a course of study 
in physics involving considerable laboratory work on the part of the 
pupil, supplemented by instructions from a test-book or a course of 
lectures. 

Two  questions suggest themselves to the teacher of physics when 
he fincls himself met by the proposition to give laboratory practice 
to a \vhole class: 1st. Is  this desirable if practicable? zd. I s  it 
practicable ? 

Without undertaking to'cliscuss at  large the theory of a liberal 
education, we can note a few considerations ~vhich  will enable us to  
answer the first of these questions with some confidence : 1st. 
Physics is studied partly for training and partly for information. 
zd. Text-book physics alone gives but little training that cannot be  
given by arithmetic, algebra, ancl geometry, all of which studies are  
pursued by the pupil before he enters college. gd. Physics a s  
taught by the laboratory experience of the pupil gives a kind of 
training that is not given by any course of study required for ad- 

exclusively occupying this special field, the editor and p ~ ~ b l i s l ~ e r smission to Harvard College or, perhaps, any other college in the 
believe that  there is rooin for such a publication. Each number 
will contain forty-eight quarto pages of reading-matter, the sub- 
scription price will be fifty cents per year, and the place of publica- 
tion, S. E .  Cor. Baltimore and South Streets, Baltimore, Md. 
-Dr. John Vansant of the United States Marine Hospital at  St. 

Louis claims to be  the first to have taken photographs by the light 
of firefl~es. H e  placed twelve fireflies in a three-ounce bottle, 
covering its mouth with fine white bobinet. The  average duration 
of the flash of each insect was half a second, and the lurninous area 
on the abdomen was about one-eighth of an inch square. T h e  
time of exposure was fifty flashes. 

- Lieut. J. F. >loser, U.S.N., corninanding tile Coast Survey 
steamer ' Bache,' has just submittecl a report of the hydrographic 
work executed by that steamer from Cedar Keys southward to a 
point off Chasahon~itzka River, arid the finishing of the l~ydrog- 
raphy from Cape Roinano to the delta of the I.Iississippi. I-Ie 
refers to the great difficulty of runnirig triangulations, owing 

a Ions, mainly to the obscurity or entire absence of former triangul t '  
or other ear-marks of the locality to be  surveyed. St. Rlartin's 
Reef was found to continue as  far north as  Homosassa, thence 
trending eastward to join the shallo~v \xraters of Crystal River. 
I t  is on the Florida banlts, of which St. Martin's Reef forms 
an inshore part, that inany of the comn~ercial sponges are talien, 
and a large number of vessels are yearly engaged on the \i~orli. 
The  tides in this locality were found to be easily affected by winds, 
causing great irregularity in their range, stand, and times of move- 
ment. The  coast was found to be low ancl rocky, and the entire bot- 
tom covered with porous rock. The  anchorage off St. Martin's Reef 
is good and safe in any \yeather except a hurricane. Lieutenant 
Maser saps the country is dreary, desolate, and uninhabited, ancl 
the coast-line consists of fringing islands, thickly covered with 
mangrove. On these islands oysters are found groming in trees, 
the sl)a\vn having attached themselves to the branches at  high 
water and developed into oysters. Bird-life \\-as not abundant, 
even sea-gulls being conspicuous by their absence. Rail and blue 
and white herons were found, but even these birds have been 
driven a\LTay by the plume-hunters, 

-A. Au\i;ers has thoroughly discussed the alleged periodical 
changes of the diameter of the sun. ancl fincls that in fact they do not 
exist. His researches, which are founded on 19 series of observa- 
tions,-- 12 of which refer to the horizontal dian~eter, and comprise 
21,000 observations, while 7 Pefer to the vertical diameter, - show 
that the periodical changes are due to the influence of the tempera- 
ture upon the instruments with \vhich the observations were made, 
and that for this reason the period corresponds to that of the annual 
period of temperature. 

country. This training is partly of the senses ancl partly mental. 
It is true that many book-studies educate the senses to a certain ex- 
tent, ant1 the logical faculties, but unfortunately it is possible for a 
person \\rho is observing ancl logical in things which he is in the 
habit of studying to be quite the opposite in dealing with things 
\vhich do not habitually occupy his mind. Now, laboratory physics 
is the only elementary study for admission to Harrartl College that  
requires the student to look beyond the pages of a book, and al- 
though most students do look at  other tliings than books, they are 
not in the habit of s t f ~ & i ~ g  4th. T h e  in- things outside of books. 
formation given by the text-book alone is wide but superficial and 
vague. It is lilte that linowledge of a country \vIlich one may get 
by travelling rapidly over it on a railroad train. 5th. T h e  informa- 
tion given by laboratory practice alone is definite but narrow. It i s  
like that linowledge of a country ~vhicll one would get if he tried to 
go  over the wl~ole of it on foot. 6th. Most students show far inore 
interest in laboratory work tllan in the study of a text-book, even 
when the same subjects are dealt with in both cases. Much of the 
repugnance \vhich many students feel for physics as  they study it 
comes from the allnost painful effort of the imagination to body 
forth the things tlescril~ecl in the text-books, ancl \v l~ic l~  might be  
seen directly and handled in the laboratory. 

From these considerations we reach the conclusion that the 
course \vhich Harvard recornniends to preparatory schools is desir- 
able, if practicable, viz., to have the pupil stucly intimately certain 
topics by the laboratory method, and to enlarge upon, apply, and 
connect the knoivledge so gained, by means of a text-book or a 
course of lectures. In the opinion of the writer, a course of 
lectures sufficiently extensive and systematic to take the place of a 
text-book for this purpose is beyond the present powers of most 
preparatory schools. 

It inay be hoped that by following such a course in physics the 
student will escape, on the one hand, a condition of blind and 
helpless dependence upon text-boolts, and, upon the other hand, the  
scarcely less unfortunate state of self-sufficiency which cannot or 
will not profit by the literature of the science. 

Harvard University has issued for the use of teachers engaged in 
preparing students for its college classes a pamphlet giving a list of 
forty laboratory exercises, n~ i th  specifications of the apparatus and 
materials to be used in these exercises, ancl with directions for their 
performance, or references to manuals giving such directions. These  
exercises are to be  performed by the pupil. T o  speak cursorily, they 
deal with certain distinctive characteristics of the solid, liquid, and  
gaseous states of matter, the determination of specific gravities, the 
first priilciples of statics and dynamics, evaporation and boiling, t h e  
determination of the fixed points of a thermometer, expansion of solids 
and gases, specific heat, latent heat, velocity of sound, interference of 
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sound-waves, photometry, plane mirrors, convergilig lenses, lines of 
magnetic force, colistruction of galvanic cells, action of electrical 

.currents upon magnets, electrical resistance of wires, battery re-
sistalice, construction of electro-magnets. Nearly all of these exer- 
cises are of a quantitative character, requiring measurements of 
some kind. It is expected that they will be  liberally supple~nented 
with other less formal experiments, not necessarily to be performed 
by the student, such as  are described in ordinary text-books, with 
proble~ns, and with general teaching, all of such a range and charac- 
ter as  to give effect and continuit)- to the course. 

In considering whether such a course of physics is practicable 
there are several points to be loolied at  :-

1st. T h e  material equipn~ent required. It will not in general be 
lxacticable for a teacher to give proper attention to more than 
twelve students ~vorking in the laboratory at  the same time. The  
,cost of thejol*l~zbZe aapparatus and material needed to enable twelve 
students to follow the course marked out in this pa~nphlet, each 
working upon the same experiment at  the same time but in general 
independently, Inay be any thing from $a jo to $450, according to 
the amount of time and skill the teacher can devote to its prepara- 
tion. I think this part of the equipment, with apparatus ready 
made, can be bought outright for the larger sum mentioned. There 
will be needed also two strong tables, each about t~velve feet long 
and three feet wide, one or two sinks with water-faucets, and for 
each student a supply of gas  for a Bunsen burner. 

For  a school already well supplied with the ordinary z'ZZ~sslrtztive 
apparatus, the total cost of adding the material equipment for the 
labora to~ycourse, on the scale supposed, may range from $400 to 
$800. If only one or two students are to be provided for, the cost 
may be not more than $50 or $100. 

zd. T h e  demand upon the pupil's time. In  the summer of 1886, 
Harvard sent out to a large number of teachers of physics in pre- 
paratory schools a circular requesting- answers to certain cluestions, 
one of which related to the amount of time devoted to this study in 
their respective schools. About eighty replies to this circular were 
received, and the conclusion from these replies was, that, in laying 
out  the elementary physics courses for admission to the college, we 
might assume that the pupil nrould have for this subject the equiva- 
lent of one school exercise of about forty-five minutes daily for one 
school-year of thirty-five or forty weeks, with some hours of study 
weekly out of the school-room. T h e  proposed course has been planned 
in accordance with this estimate. This is probably about a s  much 
time as  will be  required for elementary French or elementary 
German in fitting for Harvard, and not more than one-half a s  1uuc11 
a s  most candidates have given to prescribed Greek, or one-third a s  
much as  they have given to prescribed Latin. 

3d. T h e  arrangement of hours. Experience in the Harvard 
physical laboratory, with a course very similar to the one proposed 
for the schools, dictates the suggestions, r ,  that one school-hour per 
week be given to a prelimiliary explanation, and perhaps hasty per- 
formance by the teacher, of the exercises presently to be under- 
taken by the pupils, the whole class being assembled for this exer- 
cise ; z, that each pupil have two consecutive school-hours per 
week for the actual performance of the formal experi~nents of the 
course, the class, if large, being divided for this purpose into sec-
tions of not more than twelve; 3, that the other tlvo school-hours 
per lveeli be devoted to the supplementary work of the course with 
the whole class assembled. I11 order that the time alloted for the 
laboratory work Inay be sufficient, the student should be required to 
plan his work and his note-taking, so far as  this is practicable, be- 
fore coming to the laboratory. 

4th. T h e  demand upon the teacher's time. Scholars so young as  
those will be who may take this course need much direction in 
their laboratory work. T h e  teacher should be in the laboratory 
xvhenever work is going on there. The  preparation and care of 
apparatus and the proper supervision of the students' note-books 
will take much time, especially at  first. After every thing has set- 
tled into regular working order, it may require six or eight hours 
more, weekly, of the teacher's time to conduct a class of thirty or 
forty students in the experimental laboratory course than to con-
duct a class of the same size in the text-book course, which is to be  
,the alternative. 

5th. T h e  fitness of teachers for such work. Probably only a 
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small proportion of the teachers of physics in the preparatory 
schools have had such a training as  would enable them to arrange 
and contluct the proposed course without considerable effort and 
some mistakes. For  the first year or two crude work is to be  ex- 
pected, bu t  teachers 1vho are possessed of some ~nechaliical skill, a 
good general kno~vledge of physics, considerable energy, and a 
~villingness to think, will quickly beconle accustomed to the duties 
of the new course. 

Just how great the dificulties which have here been touched 
upon will appear to the preparatory schools the writer is unable to 
foresee, but there can be little doubt that the larger schools which 
send boys to Harvard will, in general, speedily adopt the experi~nent 
method in preparing boys in physics. Last July about eighty can- 
didates presented themselves for the entrance examination in the ex- 
periment course, and, although this course as  now laid out nil1 be  
more severe than that which some schools have followed during the 
past year, it is unlikely that any school having once undertaken the 
experiment course will abandon it for the text-book alternative. 

The  enthusiasm wit11 which many teachers welcome the oppor- 
tunity to follo~v the experiment method is very striking, and en-
courages the hope that the day of perfunctory cramming in physics 
merely for the purpose of getting illto college is nearly over. 

E.H. HALL. 

Romant ic  Love and Personal Beauty.  
T H E  above subject i11 its varied aspects, to ~vhich  the review of 

Mr. Finck's book in Scz'e~zce has called attention, must be regarded 
by all thoughtful men, and above all by the biologist, a s  one of 
great, possibly unsurpassed interest to mankind. The  question in 
its broadest aspect comes to this : How are the interests of man-
kind dependent on conjugal mating and the circuinstances under 
which this is brought about ? As  no one can pretend to see the 
whole truth on such a subject (or indeed any other of co~npre-
hensive range), I shall give the results of my own observations and 
reflections, with a view of drawing increased attention to a subject 
of such transcendent importance. While every one, in some vague 
way, recognizes the importance of the step taken when two human 
beings agree to join their fortunes for life, the multiform implica-
tions of such an  act  reqriire for their comprehension a biological 
knowledge that but fe~v,  in the present state of civilization, possess. 

Mr. Fincli, after enumerating the characteristics of romantic love, 
grants that many of these are found in the lower animals, but at  the 
same time leads us  to believe that romantic love is wholly a ~ n o d e r n  
growth, or that it had no genuine existence, at  all events, previously. 
I s  this position consistent for an evolutionist ? If it existed lower 
in the scale than man, it seems very unlikely that it should cease to 
exist in the higher form. Mr. Finck seems to have rather over-
stated the case. Tha t  it never had complete development till 
modern times, that it was smothered, dwarfed, or perverted, we will 
freely admit ; but we must deny that it is purely a new thing. 
Why is it, as  we know it, modern in its development ? Because 
never before was the altruistic conception of human conduct fully 
developed. Tha t  a man should sacrifice himself for an inferior 
lvas utterly opposed to all ancient ideas. When this concell- 
tion took shape it at  once began to appear that woman, being the 
weaker physically a t  least, demanded, in harmony with the al- 
truistic ~rinciple,  the service and sacrifice of the stronger, hence 
gallantry, etc. Formerly this was  but an undeveloped germ in the 
breast of man ; but it was there, however, and is not an  absolutely 
new thing. In a word, romantic love demands a relatively high 
moral develop~nent for its vigorous growth. Perhaps SIr. Finck 
~vould really contend for no more than this. 

Darwin, consistently with the great influence he assigned to 
sexual selection in his scheme of organic evolution, included man 
with other animals. H e  pointed out that " the merl who are  rich 
through primogeniture are able to select, generation after genera- 
tion, the more beautiful and charming women ; and these [he adds] 
must generally be healthy in body and active in mind." No doubt 
this explains a great deal, but it d'oes not explain the origin of 
beauty in man or woman. In explaining the high average of coineli- 
ness and the relative frequency of beauty in human beings in 
America, this factor enters very largely into the explanation both of 
the preservation and increase of beauty of form and expression, 


